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1ST LEG YOUNG HORSE PERFORMANCE SERIES 
3rd  MARCH 2012 - GLENFOX STABLES

The first leg of the 2012 Young Horse Performance Series 
attracted over 70 entries. The Glenfox arena impeccably 
prepared, sponsored dewormer to each horse entered, 
gifts and the generous prize-money makes each leg of this 
series a show not to be missed. A huge thanks to Courtney 
House International School who have joined the elite list of 
sponsors connected to the series. Branic Publications and 
Roland van der Keere from the Tannenhof Stud remain on 
board as sponsors and number one supporters. 

The trophies awarded at the end of the series are a great 
compliment to the South African and Namibian breeders 
as well as the riders and owners for their efforts and 
commitment to breeding and producing these wonderful 
horses.

Course Designer Ryan Sander, built flowing and inviting 
courses for the young horses which were well suited to 
the series. There was nothing too spooky or imposing and 
as a general rule, the horses all jumped really well and 
with confidence.  In the Potential Show Jumper section, 
horses are judged on technique, rideability, attitude and 
obedience and potential and scope, but at the same time 
they need to be competitive jumpers. Ryan made sure 
that the Potential Show Jumper  judges were given ample 
opportunity to view each horse during the various stages 
of a normal course. His jump-off courses presented riders 
with a number of options, creating exciting jumping for 
spectators and well deserved results for all the winners.

Tony Lewis and Sue Goodman judged the Potential Show 
Jumper section of each age category. This year the series 
has once again attracted locally bred Warmbloods and 
Thoroughbreds, as well as a number of imported horses. 
Their task was no easy one, as the 5, 6 and 7 year olds 
entered in this series are the cream of the crop. The wide 
range of jumping breeding present at this show is proof of 
the value a series of this nature holds for those involved. 

James White takes the lead in the jumping section of the 
5yr old Jumping Category with SAW Fleur de Lys Bella 
Rouge [By Beau Veneur (SF) ex Royal Flo xx mare] owned 
by Marietjie Venter. James is a confident and experienced 
rider of young horses and he made use of all the options 
to set up the fastest jump-off time of the day! Louise Kroon 
had a super show, winning the Potential 5yr old jumper 
with her Namibian bred Locarno Cruise Control [By  
Caprivi (Nam WB) ex Consuelo (Holst) mare] and taking 

2nd place in the jumping section, a mere two seconds 
behind James on the Davenport Stud bred Princeton 
[By Peter Pan (SAW) ex Rex Grannus Z mare]. Locarno 
Cruise Control ended up third in the jumping with Branic 
Hello Gorgeous [By Belmondo (BWP) ex Fantastique 
(SF) mare] , Eagles Lóreal  [By Lassiter (Holst) ex Eagle’s 
Warrior (SAW) mare] and thoroughbred Delareys Grey 
[By Grey Eminence xx ex Shalford xx mare] completing 
the lineup. 

Bruce Dewar rode the impressive Thoroughbred Mesquite 
[By  Fort Wood xx ex  Slew O’Gold xx  mare] owned by 
Anneli Wucherpfennig into 2nd place in the Potential 
Show Jumper Category. Branic Hello Gorgeous owned  
and ridden by Lynda Rabie, Swazi-Lizkhar Land of Lagos 
[By Lagos (SAW)  ex  Land Earl  (Holst)mare] owned by 
Kate Reilly and ridden by Arnold Botha, HSB Pyrenees 
[By Peter Pan (SAW) ex Rex Grannus Z mare] owned 
and ridden by Sonia Kroon, and  Namibian Warmblood  
Carshop Nikita [By Caprivi (Nam WB) ex  Consuelo 
(Holst) mare] owned and ridden by Steve Atkinson, all 
impressed the Potential Judges.

At this stage of the series, there are four Namibian 
Warmbloods competing - two from Wolfgang Spath’s 
Seeis Stud and two from Claus Kock’s Locarno Stud. The 
two studs that have previously won the Best Namibian 
Warmblood Trophy are the Voigtskirch Stud owned 
by Reinhard and Karen Voigts with their grey gelding 
Equifox Olorosso who won the trophy from 2008 – 2010 
and Seeis Stud won last year with HSB Anton. Locarno 
Stud is currently in the lead for this trophy in 2012.

The 6 Year Old Jumping Category was won by the imported 
AEA Indigo [By Indoctro (Holst) ex Jus de Pomme (BWP) 
mare] owned by Sarah Jane Wagg and ridden by Bruce 
Dewar , with the Thoroughbred  Swan Lake [By Opera 
King  xx ex Northern Guest xx mare] owned and ridden 
by Robyn Hodges in second place . Third place went 
to the imported Bel Esprit [By Canadian Colours xx ex 
Darco mare (BWP)] owned by Malta Forrest and ridden 
by Lynda Rabie with Foresyte Constantine [By Cosmic Z 
ex Mayfair Wunderbar (SAW) mare] owned and ridden by 
Victor Pyke in fourth.  Rathmore Stud’s Chardonnay [By 
Shiraz (Hann) ex Wachmann III (Hann) mare] owned and 
ridden by Arnold Botha scored a fantastic 92 to win the 
Potential Show Jumper as well  as a 5th in the Jumping 
section. Forsyte Constantine scored 87.5 putting them 
into second place in the Potential jumper section, and their 
4th place in the jumping section ensured that they went 
home with a large portion of the prize money. Namibian  
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Warmblood Seeis  Arvad  [By Neuheusis Connoisseur 
(NAM WB)  ex Drosselklang (Hann) mare] owned and 
ridden by Kirsty Rault was particularly impressive with  
Olympius (SAW) [By Ondol V  (Holst) ex My Earl  xx 
mare] owned and ridden by Susan Fouche and bred by 
the Beachhaven Stud, Bel Esprit  and Cavalier [By Capital 
Capriccio (Holst) ex Thunder Cat xx mare] amongst the 
other notable 6 yr olds!

In the 7 Year Old Category,  the jumping was won by 
(SAW) Red [By Rex Grannus Z ex Wing South xx Mare] 
owned and ridden by Sue vd Merwe. This son of Sue’s 
fabulous and fiery A Grade mare Winnaling looks like a 
real successor to his famous mother. He has the style 
and class of his mother with an easier and more laid 
back temperament. Watch this horse! Brandenburg 
Cordwalles [By Clifton (SAW) ex Classiker (Holst) mare] 
owned and ridden by Laura-Mae Barnard was just beaten 
into second place with the imported Holstein stallion 
Airborn [By Caretino (Holst) ex Mytens xx mare] owned 

by London Lane Stud and ridden by Ian van Schalkwyk 
in third. Airborn was the Potential Showjumper Champion 
in the 2010 YHPS Series. The Potential Show Jumper 
Category  was won by (SAW) stallion Brannic Figaro [By 
Always One R (BWP) ex Randel Z (Hann) mare] owned 
by the Swazi-Lizkhar Stud and ridden by Arnold Botha 
with Airborn a very close second, a mere .5 of a point 
separating these two beautiful stallions! Third and fourth 
in this section were Red and Equifox Lexington  [By 
Lindenberg (Old) ex Heartbreaker (BWP) mare] owned 
and ridden by Wayne Dale, respectively.

The 2nd Leg of the series will be held at Pretoria Equestrian 
Centre on 25th May, 2012. At this stage the fourth Leg of 
the series will be held at Penny Place on 25th August. 
The professionalism and expertise with which both Anneli 
Wucherpfennig and Trevor Bern run shows is an asset 
to the series and we thank them for their support and 
commitment.  


